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BRAIN BASICS



A Mystery, Still
Despite tremendous advancement, there’s still a lot we don’t know



Research and Imaging
We learn about the brain through evolving research methods
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oxygenated blood flow



Neural Networks
Pathways form through experience, feedback, pruning



reinforced pathway
novel pathway



Child Development
Neuroplasticity is especially dynamic in early childhood 



Neuroscience and Education
Formal education is a mix of art and science



The brain is a black box. What we do know about how neural 
networks form, consolidate, and adapt, gives us some insight into 

how people learn; however, applications are in constant flux.



COMMON MYTHS



“We only use 10% of our brain”
A healthy person uses all of his/her brain, not part



“I’m a right-brain person”
Lateralization does not break down into “logic” and “creativity”



“Classical music makes you smarter”
Benefits are temporary and misattributed



“Languages have to be learned early”
Neuroplasticity is ongoing and expansive



“I’m a visual learner”
Learning styles are misleading for instructional design



Myths about the brain come from overgeneralizations and 
misapplications of neuroscience research. They are mostly harmless 
but also unreliable for parenting and instructional design decisions.



HOW WE LEARN



Knowledge is Constructed
We don’t receive knowledge passively, we built it actively



transfer

construction



Here is an essential principle of education: to teach 
details is to bring confusion; to establish the 
relationship between things is to bring knowledge.

– Maria Montessori



Progress is Dynamic
Skill development is not linear; it goes up and down



Intelligence is Diverse
Everyone’s brain is different



Online Learning is Limited
Online instruction is a piece of the puzzle, not the whole thing



HEALTHY BRAINS



Action is Oxygen
Exercise and play prime us for learning and regulate stress 



Struggling Is Okay
Struggling is part of learning and building something new



Boredom is Beneficial
“Mind wandering” is beneficial for executive function, creativity



Screen Time is Junk Food
They replace healthier choices; however, not all screens are the same



Socializing is a Salad
Live, real, social interactions are the ultimate brain test



The research suggests learning is constructed, not delivered. 
As a result, a brain-based education should be inclusive of multiple 

intelligences, welcoming of resistance, gracious to wavering performance, 
physical and active, and free to wander and explore. 



Laureen Ng and Emily Irwin
WMS Faculty and Administration

WMS Parent Education Committee
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